Disrupted topological organization of the motor execution network in alcohol dependence.
Motor function damage is one of the most common symptoms in patients with alcohol dependence (AD). However, relatively little is known about the neuropathology of the motor impairments in AD. The aim of this study was to identify changes in the topological organization of the motor execution network in AD. Here, a total of 39 male individuals, including 19 AD patients and 20 age-matched healthy controls, underwent resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The motor execution network was constructed and analyzed using graph theoretical approaches. Topological properties (including global, nodal and edge measures) were compared between the two groups. At the global level, AD patients exhibited increased local specialization (indexed by increased clustering coefficient and local efficiency) relative to healthy controls, indicating that the motor execution network of AD patients shifts toward regularization. At the node level, nodal degree was higher in AD patients in the cerebellum. At the edge level, we observed a cerebello-thalamo-striato-cortical circuit with altered functional connectivity strength in AD patients. These findings suggest that topological architecture of the motor execution network is disrupted in AD patients, which may provide important insights into the neurobiology of the AD-related motor impairments.